2006 chevy uplander fuel pump problems

Chevrolet Uplander owners have reported 3 problems related to fuel pump under the gasoline
fuel system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Uplander based on all problems reported for
the Uplander. Took vehicle to dealer where fuel pump was replaced. Later found out that I had
ran out of fuel. Was told the level control sensor needing replacing. Very dangerous. Was glad
no vehicle were coming as I would have had a collision due to where my vehicle was when it
stalled. See all problems of the Chevrolet Uplander. The contact owns a Chevrolet Uplander.
The contact stated that the vehicle would sporadically stall if the fuel tank was less than
one-fourth full or when driving downhill. The failure would not occur when traveling downhill or
on level ground. The contact believed the failure was caused by the front fuel pump. The VIN
was not accepted. The failure mileage was 81, and the current mileage was , Chevy Uplander
broke down in driveway. Dealer towed said it started fine for them but that the battery cells were
low so they replaced the battery. They said it was ready to be picked up. On my way home from
dealership the van completely shut off in the middle of a very busy highway. I managed to turn
slightly but was stuck in the road for at least 10 minutes before police arrived. Dealer now
thinks it is fuel pump however something is still draining battery. I am scared to drive this
vehicle I got it brand new and already replaced steering rod first 14, miles. The van currently has
28, miles on it now. Since I got it I also had problems with headlights flickering on long trips.
Interior lights and dashboard also flickers. Also once when I turned on to highway vehicle
revved up and was hard to control. Car Problems. Fuel Pump problem of the Chevrolet Uplander
1. Fuel Pump problem of the Chevrolet Uplander 2. Fuel Pump problem of the Chevrolet
Uplander 3. Tank Assembly problems. Gasoline Fuel System problems. Tank Filler Pipe And
Cap problems. Gasoline Storage problems. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of
the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? While driving the engine shut down. Was
able to maintain control. Vehicle had to be shifted into neutral to be restarted. This is the third
time that this has occurred. Add Complaint. Our Chevy Uplander first starting having problems
at about 20, miles when our tires Continental brand that came installed on brand new vehicle
from dealer needed to be replaced due to severe cupping on all 4 tires. We were told it was an
alignment issue, so we had the tires replaced and had a 4 wheel alignment. Tires needed to be
replaced again at 45, miles due to same cupping issue. Again, another 4 wheel alignment was
performed. Fuel sensor was reading empty on a full tank of gas and the float was replaced at 16,
miles. Now at 50, miles, sensor reads consistently empty again on a full tank of gas. There is a
severe issue concerning the steering. When turning either left or right steering has some slop.
The rack and pinion need to be replaced. The electronic stability control sensor, ABS sensor,
and traction control sensor all illuminate at random times while normal driving is occurring. I
was hit from behind on February 4, on campcreek pkwy in college park ga, because my vehicle
stalled when I pressed the gas to take off from the red light, it clunks when making turns, it
sounds as if something is loose on the front end, and has made these sounds since I've had it, I
have had to repair the brakes frequently, the vehicle stalls when driving on the highway, the
temperature gauge goes up and down, the transmission stalls. The dash light sometimes goes
out, it runs out of gas when parked on an incline. The van wouldn't pass emissions and when
you fill up with gas it would say it was empty. There's a loud popping noise sounds like at axle.
It does this after you stop at red lights. I was told this had to do with axle and could brake and
cause fatal accident, the ABS light keeps coming on and the braking system scared me to
death. The doors constantly chime or ding and the doors will open going down the road. I was
so upset because I have to Transport my elderly aunt and two children and before I was about
to pay to have all this fixed I decided to check out recall. I am so shocked that you can look this
up online and they are documented complaints on all the same problems but yet no recalls. Is it
going to take people getting killed to do this. I am praying for something less tragic and trying
to save these precious lives. There is research and lawsuits that the Chevrolet Uplanders have a
lot of these problems from to especially with the doors and like me everyone gets annoyed and
unplugs them and have to use them manually but why should we when are still paying for
automatic doors. This van is truly unsafe and a lemon. I pray to god everyday to keep me safe
while driving and have told my husband if I die while driving this vehicle he should sue!!! They
stated she would have to pay for the test. The fuel sensor was replaced in However, the
consumer stated it had to be replaced again. They also aligned the doors in which was proof of
an ongoing problem. Rear passenger sliding door opens while driving. Motor dies. Motor
replaced. Car won't turnover to start car without holding down the gas pedal. Had parts
replaced. Have a Chevy Uplander year van, the gas gauge shows that I have gas however there
have been several times that the vehicle has stalled while driving or when it has been parked on
a slight incline. Service tech's can not figure out why this is happening. I was told after having
my car towed that I may be out of gas so I put gas in the automobile and after several tries it

restarted finally The contact owns a Chevrolet Uplander. The contact stated that whenever the
vehicle was parked on an incline, the fuel level indicator would display that the fuel tank was
empty and the vehicle would not start. In addition, the brakes were worn prematurely, the ABS
warning light would illuminate intermittently, both driver and passenger sliding doors were
malfunctioned and the headlights would fail intermittently. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
several times in regards to the failure but to no avail. The manufacturer was contacted and
offered no assistance. The failure mileage was 60, The contact stated that the vehicle would
sporadically stall if the fuel tank was less than one-fourth full or when driving downhill. The
failure would not occur when traveling downhill or on level ground. The contact believed the
failure was caused by the front fuel pump. The VIN was not accepted. The failure mileage was
81, and the current mileage was , The contact stated that the fuel gauge indicated that no fuel
was present while driving downhill. The failure occurred when the fuel tank was full. The dealer
stated that there was no remedy for the failure. They further stated that the vehicle could run out
of gasoline while driving downhill and then shut off. In addition, the vehicle would lose power
steering and braking ability. The failure mileage was 41, It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. January in Chevrolet. June I had a oil change done and a tune-up done as
well but it still shakes. The good thing is the egine does not die. Does anyone experienced this
in their Uplander? July I am unable to use my remote starter that came with it as it is too
unreliable. Very frustrated with this vehicle. October November My Uplander went into the shop
several times for this issue. The dealer re-programed the computer 3 times before telling me it
was a normal shake. My guss is that is what they say when the problem can't be fixed. Filed a
complaint with GM and nothing was done about it. Other than this problem, the Uplander has
been ok. December Just wanted to post that I too had a problem with my Uplander, I kept
getting the error message "Reduced Engine Speed" had to pull over on the side of the road and
restart the car. Just got my van back and it is working liking a new car. Before you sink lots of
money into a computer, battery etc We have Uplander with K. It was hard to start and we
replaced the fuel pump. It improved but still needs to be restarted 1 or 2 times before it stays on.
Earlier in this thread someone suggested to clean the mass airflow sensor-cleaner specifically
made for this-and spray cleaner into the throttle body. I did that this weekend and I'm back to
only starting it once, which is great for remote start issues. I second the throttle body, I cleaned
my 05's tonight and it's started first try with no hesitation times since. It was needing me to hit
the throttle to start every time before. August I have had reduced engine power messages with
accompanying stalling and low power such that I could not drive any faster than 20 to 30 miles
per hour kind of limits your driving ability and choice of roads. This problem is very intermittent
but more common in the cold weather. I bought the car when it had about 30, miles and the
problem started almost immediately. I have held on to the car because it has a handicapped
accessory which I love. My mechanic said that it is a throttle body failure, a common problem
with these vehicles and that it may be on its way to a recall. Is there a way to make this known
to Chevy or the powers that be to include my vehicle on some list? This is obviously a safety
issue, especially if I breakdown with my completely handicapped relative who is unable to walk
or move. Our Chevy Uplander LS with , km is also now getting the "reduced engine power"
message. Had my mechanic scan for codes and it came up with P throttle body code. I tried
some 2 hours later and van started right up ,but only lasted for about 5 seconds. This is whats
happens every time i try to start it now. Sounds like an issue with the anti theft system. Have
you replaced your battery recently or had to jump start it because it was dead? February There
is no recalls for uplander throttle bodies, but they're usually under warranty up to k. The first
thing you have to do is to clean out the throttle body, wich is located to the right of the engine
look for the air intake elbow. You can remove it by unplugging the harness hooked to it and
removing the air intake elbow first. Now there's a plastic cap on the side of it wich is held in
place by six metal clips. Remove it, then you will see a white plastic gear, wich you also remove.
Spray some contact cleaner and compressed air in the hole of the sensor, and clean out the
throttle itself with degreaser. Reassemble, and go for a road test. If the problem is not fixed,
then you need a new throttle body. My Uplander, no history of starting problems, suddenly
won't start. I hear a rapid click as long as the key is in "start" position and the engine picture
lights up until the key is removed. Recent service was done to correct poor mpg numbers. The
repair shop flushed the fuel injection system. Some weeks prior to that, a check engine light
was solved by replacing a sensor located over the gas tank. Were you previously working with a
GM dealership for service, or was this at a non-GM shop? Sarah, GM Customer Service. Non-GM
with Internet access. We hope you're able to find the source of this concern with your mechanic
and can get back behind the wheel soon. Do you still have the original battery? Otherwise, it

sounds like something electrical. Good luck. May Ok here is the good news It's fixable, and the
people that did your maintenance are at fault. Because when you run one of the hose clip fuel
injector cleaners they have to hook into your lines. Your fuel feeder line has to be taken off with
a special tool and if the mechanic didn't know what he was doing he yanked that line off. It
works like a spring loaded airline clip. Snaps down and is supposed to lock but if it is pulled off
it will not hold, even though it has a safety clip the line isn't held in place. To find out if the clip
is held in tight use the fuel release valve on your fuel rail. If gas squirts out u have have if not
then your stalling out. This thing is highly sneaky, it can crank and run for days and all of a
sudden it slips up and no gas. It can happen while driving as well because if the line rotates to
the front via vibration the line will pinch shut on you. A mechanic will holler fuel pump, rail, etc.
This line will also throw up an evap code too gas cap code. I hope this helps and for those
wanting to know I just spent 6 hours in a parking lot on Mother's Day due to this so check it
even if you don't have the problem!! July edited July Urgent, Dangerous and desperate -- Help
needed please! We have a Chevy Uplander that is getting worse and GM dealer cant figure it
out. Every few miles the van dies and the computer automatically does a full reset. It says
starting disabled then it switches to reduced engine power. We cycle the ignition a few times. If
it says starting disabled -- we turn it back off for a few more seconds and try again. Eventually,
the starting disabled doesn't appear and it starts. NOTE: I have for the past year had to always
give it a little gas to start even though it is electric fuel injected. IT also has to crank for seconds
to start. Every 5 miles or so instead every miles. NOTE: I have also had issues for 3 years where
the lights will flicker at night a bit or dim for a f few seconds. With computer doing a reset it is
leaving no codes which is why dealership says it is a matter of trial and error. I did try a simple
clean on throttle body but saw a more thorough way to do so in here today. I am also thinking
mail computer, fuel sensor or fuel pump or heat sensor. But I do NOT know where the computer
or heat sensors are. Please advise with a series of trial fixes easy and least expensive first
hopefully or if you are pretty sure of issue please advise and tell me how to find the bad part.
This is our only vehicle and we are semi retired on low income doing Ministry work so our funds
are limited but we need the vehicle and it is now pretty dangerous to drive. Thank you Mike.
September Mike, i have the same van, very frustrating. Sometimes a loose wire on the wiring
harness that leads to the throttle body causes the problem. I would check the wiring harness.
After replacing the fuel pump and still not getting gas we had an electrical specialist look at the
wiring.. Your fuse block is the culprit. Pull the fuse block up after disconnecting the battery of
course. Check your wires on the very back end under your run relays crank, fuel, etc if you can
push them up do it. Reconnect the battery and try it again. What I dont understand is why Chevy
failed to notice this flaw. It solves most starting,stalling,idle,lights, everything that is run from
that fuse block. I'm reseting my wifes pass key now, I set the sensor before I started, n I dont
leave the lights on it drains the battery I just open the door , n leave key on, I've done it with
door shut unit I'm inside the full ten to 15 min cuase it will lock the door or I leave window down
n shut door. It makes no sense to leave lights on if ignition is on even if that's what the blogs
say, the computer is super coltage sensitive, n any time you loose power to computer it's all got
to be redone, for vehicle to run right, not sure if even disabling alarm will help if you disconnect
battery , the computer takes over as soon as its powered up 4 minutes, its started both times
before I set key in to be re recognized, it wasnt doing anything in fact was telling me charging
system failure, n I had been pumping the brakes while ignition on to see if my screen would give
me any codes while I had ignition on a. The odometer screen. Just started fine, going to charge
more then tonight is the test it's in alarm mode so it wont charge the battery either, I've gotten it
to always get me home by me manipulating the keys n the computer in the past , but not fixed it,
I've set sensor to position that will let it see that car has been picked up front or back , its
started fine each time one I set it right , like I feel it should be I hope this helps others n I'll know
more when I take it to my original dealership,.
1997 ford f250 diesel
2003 buick rendezvous electrical schematic
2011 f250 fuse box diagram
I pass this on towards my fellow shade trees, n yes I've pulled an engine with a few tree
branches, but, you either get good mechanics or [non-permissible content removed] who like to
be cute, n some do it to test, some to get you right back, so if your having too much trouble with
your ride, that should thro up a flag, to u not about the car but your help, your dealer, your
mechanic, I use my certain specoalists if I cant, then they can, if they cant I have too, my family
owned a dealership, I started mechanic before then, I bought my first new Camaro in 77, bulk,
my wife was prettier, than farrah faucet, n yep it stayed in the shop, till I moved across the state,
n went back to doing my own repairs, my car then was a street racer, ford coupe, n I didnt street

race by then , go get those owners Manuel's n ask for the gf, wife to only buy you good tools n
you use them but find the honest fair mechanic you can trust, n not just anyone can put in a
batery. Sign In or Register to comment.

